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This just arrived today and I'm delighted with it. If you're looking for a hymnal that contains all of the

"old" hymns ... this is the one for you. Most of the 545 songs were like old friends. The hymnal

arrived in 2 days (love that prime shipping), was still wrapped in its plastic covering and was in

pristine, brand-new condition.

Had seen this hymnal at one of the nursing homes where I live here in Mississippi, and I had to

have one. Found it immediately on  and purchased it. It is filled with old hymns and spirituals. I

ordered another for one of the residents of said nursing home because he loves to sing. We are

both enjoying the hymnal immensely!

This hymnal contains all the verses, chants, songs, and musical script used by the baptist church

and should be regarded as an excellent reference for anyone desiring a thorough collection of the

most soul-stirring hymns to ever echo from within America's churches.

Purchased October 2012.This is the same hymnal that we use at my church. I decided not to

"borrow" one and purchase my own. :-)But I do still wish there were chord charts...However, I



already knew what I was getting so no surprise here. It was just as expected.

It looks like real reprint from 1977, so why I gave it only two stars. FONT!!!!! it is very illegible. You

know sometimes books have small font text but at the same time now day editors try to put it in a

such a manner that it is not crowded and font by itself just good and legible. Not so with this book!!!

Unless you know hymns by heart you'll have hard time to discern it from notes, music lines, and

bad, really bad font. Everything is piled together, everything is just mixed so bad. Do not

recommend.

This Hymnal has the original words to songs. It is not a modernized, politically correct version of

newer Hymn Books. I am pleased that it includes " My Ebenezer" in "Fount Of Every Blessing"

Hymn. I would Recommend it.

This is just what I need to learn the words to hymns. Hymns are songs that touches the heart and

are able to help you get throughdifficult times.

An excellent Hymnal for church musicians as well as church choir members.The Hymnal is easy to

read and the wording is very clear. A good Hymnal for congregation singing.
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